How to get to
ERI@N
CleanTech One (CTO) Main Office

Private Vehicle

Via PIE Expressway: follow PIE to Jln Bahar. Take exit 36 from PIE. Continue to Jln Bahar then take Nanyang Ave. CleanTech One is on the left.

Via ECP/AYE Expressway: follow ECP and take AYE to Jln Ahmad Ibrahim. Take exit 18 from AYE then take Pioneer Rd North and Nanyang Cres, then turn right on Nanyang Ave. CleanTech One is on the right.

Public Transport

By MRT & Shuttle Bus: take the green line and alight at Pioneer MRT station. Go to the Exit A, proceed to the Passanger Pick-up Bay and look out for the bus with a CTO sign placed on the front.

Note: Commuter fee is S$ 0.50 payable by Ez-Link card before boarding. Frequency is 10-15 min. Shuttle bus will drop passangers off at the lobby.

By Public Bus: Board the bus no. 199 Loop Service at Boon Lay Bus Interchange. Alight 6 stops later at Bef Lor Danau (bus stop 27171) and walk 2 min to CTO.
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